The development of lymphadenopathy in the neck has many causes, in children it is often found in relation to infection and in a small but significant number it is the first presentation of lymphoma. In adults neoplastic causes predominate for example, lymphoma, squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma. The treatment modalities and prognosis for these conditions varies enormously and in the case of squamous cell carcinoma an excision biopsy can lead to significant morbidity. A major prognostic factor for the response to treatment for example in lymphoma is the extent of the disease at presentation. Pre-treatment accurate diagnosis is imperative and is a compelling argument for investment in the development of accurate, sensitive and minimally invasive diagnostic techniques, such as Raman spectroscopy.

This work seeks to investigate the ability of Raman spectroscopy to differentiate between the major neoplastic diseases of lymph nodes presenting within the neck. Raman spectroscopy at 830nm has been used to extensively study lymph nodes from the head and neck and pathology related spectral signatures have been identified.
